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PERFORMANCE FLOORING SOLUTIONS
Whatever your flooring needs, Dur-A-Flex has the
right solutions. Our versatile seamless flooring applications provide improved
safety, minimum downtime,
easy maintenance and long
lasting performance. With
40 years of experience, innovation and a nation-wide
network of quality flooring
contractors, Dur-A-Flex, Inc.
is the smart choice.
For more information,
contact DUR-A-FLEX Inc. at
(800) 253-3539 or visit us
online at www.dur-a-flex.com.

Construction
Cost Trends for 2007
Source: US Department of Labor,
Producer Price Index
Contributed By: BNi® Building News

H

ousing starts continue to decline significantly since last year.
The effect of this housing downturn on construction spending
overall is muted by significant increases in the non-residential
sectors. Led by hotels, the commercial sector posted gains of
over 15% in 2006 and continues to keep construction spending
on an even keel for 2007. State and federal construction spending continues at a brisk pace and will help to compensate for the
housing shortfall.

Butler Manufacturing Company
This brochure illustrates why Butler® steel building systems offer the most advanced construction alternative for institutional, commercial
and office projects. Precisionengineered structural systems
with integrated standing-seam
metal roof systems can combine
with metal wall panel options or
hardwall materials for faster
construction at predictable budgets and reduced,
long-term maintenance and operating costs.
www.butlermfg.com

Paint
Paint prices have increased at a steady rate of 6% over the last
three years. One would think that the erratic price of crude oil would
more strongly affect this component, but a consistent, steady rise,
with few abrupt fluctuations is what is seen with paint.

Featured in The Bridge, case study, page 60.

ARMSTRONG CEILINGS
Formations™ Curves Acoustical Clouds
Formations Acoustical Clouds from
Armstrong are now available in
curved shapes. Designed to enhance acoustics, especially in open
plenum spaces, the new line of
Formations Curves includes circular,
oval, rounded square and rounded
rectangle shapes. The unique system consists of ceiling panels with
pre-cut corners, and a kit containing all the components
needed to create the cloud. For more information, visit
armstrong.com/ceilings or call 877- ARMSTRONG.
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Stainless Steel
After a low at the end of fiscal 2005, stainless steel posted a
30% price increase in 2006. This is caused by the overall demand
for steel and steel products as well as stainless steel’s heavy dependence on nickel, chromium, and energy in its manufacture.

Plywood
From record highs in 2003 and 2004 we have seen plywood prices fall with the fortunes of the housing industry. A historical inDesign Cost Data • Celebrating Our 50th Year/May-June 2007

crease in the summer can be expected, but if the housing slump
continues, this may temper any usual summertime upturn.
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CURVED ROOFING AND WALL PANELS

Construction Materials
Overall, construction materials have moderated and remain
flat. A significant decrease in lumber and lumber products have
negated sharp increases in other materials. As long as this
continues we see increases in commodities such as cement and
cement products as well as gypsum products offset by the lumber
downturn.

Curveline service center can crimp-curve metal
panels in a wide range of profiles, substrates and
finishes. Applications include
curved walls, roofs, decks,
canopies, fascias, mansards,
and more. Specifiers may source
panels from manufacturers in
100+ factory locations and select
the desired angle and radius of curvature, including
simple, complex and multi-radius curves.
Phone: 888-998- 0311 or 909-947-6022
Web: www.met-tile.com/curveline
Email: curveline@curveline.com

Sportweave carpet tiles

Carpet
After several years of 5 to 6% increases, the price of carpet
moderated in 2006 and remains flat for the first quarter of 2007.
Manufacturing is still done primarily in the Southeastern part of
the US and the price remains surprisingly independent of the
price of crude oil.

Sportweave carpet tiles combine the comfortable
appearance of carpet with the versatility, ease of maintenance and durability of a
rubber surface. Its polypropylene fiber creates a fastdrying, antimicrobial surface
that withstands moisture,
stains, and the long-term
placement of furniture and equipment – all backed by a
7-year abrasive wear warranty! Sportweave comes in a
wide variety of colors and textures, and can be custom
cut into patterns, curves, borders, and logos.
For more information, contact Centaur Floor Systems at
(800) 536-9007 or visit us online at www.centaurfloors.com.

Superbly Stylized Levers
for Every Doorway

Common Brick
Continuing its three-year trend of moderate price increases,
common brick trails the composite price increases of materials as
a whole. In spite of its dependence on heat in its manufacture,
brick prices have held steady. One thing to watch, as commercial
building construction continues its ascent, more demand may
spur increased prices.
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ASSA ABLOY Group companies CORBIN RUSSWIN,
SARGENT and YALE offer superbly stylized door levers
that are functionally compatible with commercialgrade mortise and tubular locks,
access control locks, exit devices
and key systems. Specify aesthetically distinctive Muséo, Studio
Collection or Reflections trim on
secure doors throughout a facility!
www.corbinrusswinMUSEO.com
www.studiocollection.com
www.reflectionsbyyale.com
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